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President's Column
By Frank Gutierrez

Sept. 2nd 5:45pm CMA MEETING at
Martinson Sod Farm.  This is the last flying site
meeting for this year.  You will be notified one-day
prior of any change due to weather.  The voice
bulletin board will be updated with meeting
information as well. (295-8888)
Press 3 then 4 for updates.

The August Fun Fly turned out to be very good and
all had a great time participating and flying.  I am
looking forward to the September Fun Fly and
would like to encourage all members to attend.  Be
sure to bring your families to the next event.  The
activities begin with a picnic and flying to follow.

I was talking to Larry Martinson the other day and
asked how things were going in regards to the CMA
flying activity.  Larry said everything was fine with
one minor exception.  The early morning flyers need
to keep the planes away from the buildings and must
not fly over or close to the horses.  After looking
over the field last Friday, the far north end looks like
the best solution to early morning flying.

As the time gets closer to the September fun fly,
most if not all the sod we are flying off of now may
be gone and we may have to relocate if the dirt is

plowed up.  This could present another logistics
problem in our flying proximity to the house and
work shop.  Something to think about for the
next meeting.

It won't be long and a big green windsock will be
set up somewhere on the flying site.  Thanks goes
to Doug Emerson for taking the initiative in
getting the sock hardware and nylon material put
together.

Glen Aubrey came out to the field with his
powered Parasail Friday 20 August, to assist in
the search of Chris Heald's lost LT-40.
Unfortunately the corn was too thick to spot the
plane from the air.  Glen enjoyed his flight
anyway, as the air was nearly dead calm.
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Doug Emerson finely got to flight test his Midwest
Citabria.  I took the first flight and the plane
performed flawlessly.

Well done Doug, on another fine airplane.

LT-40 FLIGHT TEST
This has to be a record for stretching out an article
about one airplane.  This particular plane
demonstrated unique handling characteristics and it
was hard to resist talking about it. So here I go……

Ground Handling:
Initial taxi test as a tail dragger went better than I
had hoped.  The plane tracked straight and turning
was very smooth.  It was almost like driving an R/C
car around.  High-speed taxi test proved that it
doesn’t take long for the tail to come up and the
directional control response remained smooth.

Takeoff:
The first takeoff was smoother than any I remember
with the exception of my old PT-17 Sterman.  Again
the plane tracked straight and barely required a
nudge of right rudder at the start.  About 15 feet
from the starting position the tail came up and the
plane was riding on its mains.

Ten to twelve feet later I gave the elevator a
tender nudge and the LT-40 gently lifted off its
mains and began a slow scale like climb.  The
plane tracked strait out with no input from the
ailerons.  If I corrected for roll it was automatic
and I don’t remember it.

Trim:
After the climb to a safe altitude where I could
check trim, I set the plane at full throttle level
flight.  When I took my hands off the sticks it
pitched up slightly.  It took couple clicks down
trim to level it out.  It also had a slight turn to the
right.  I tried first to correct the roll with a rudder
adjustment, then a combination of aileron and
rudder.  I ended up with one click left aileron and
the rudder back in the neutral position. At this
point I hadn’t used the flaps or reflex-spoilers. I
was concerned how the plane would behave with
required aileron trim adjustments in flight as the
initial mechanical setup was measured to get
uniform positioning.

Flight Performance:
The O.S. LA 46 is turning a Master Airscrew
11X6 prop.  The motor idles superbly and has the
right amount of power for this plane.  The plastic
back plate was leaking until I coated the gasket
with hi temp silicon rubber.  Now the engine bay
is absolutely dry after every flight.  On throttle up
it chatters like it is about to vibrate apart.  I
learned later that this is common with this engine.
Many modelers on the news group say the
cylinder lining eventually peels on this engine as
well as the .40FX depending if it was a bad
production run or not.  The lining is nickel plated
instead of chrome and may not be thick enough
on some of the engines sold.  I will keep an eye
on this in the future.  That will require taking the
head off and inspecting the cylinder wall after a
while.  This plane is not a speed demon but
certainly has enough power for its needs.

Basic flight maneuvers were first tested to check
how well the plane is aerodynamically balanced.
Loops and rolls were very smooth in both high
and low rate settings and the plane tracked
straight through the maneuvers.  Slow flybys also
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proved to be rock solid.  Stall tests were typical and
its behavior was very predictable.

Flaps:
It was time for the flaps.  The aircraft was throttled
back at a safe altitude and the first 10° of flaps
slowly extended then 25°.  The plane slightly
pitched down as expected and at full 40° flaps the
plane slowed down to a crawl.  The aileron response
was not as crisp but functional.  This is where the
rudder in combination with ailerons is very useful in
directional control.  After a slow flyby, I throttled up
and put the plane into a steep climb with flaps
extended.

Using rudder and elevator to keep the plane straight
and fly on the edge of stall, the LT-40 stayed inside
the fence while climbing to a high altitude.  I cut the
engine to check out its glide performance with the
flaps extended and it floated down as if it was on a
parachute.  The landing was soft and gentle right in
front of me.  Taking off and landing with flaps was a
delight as the plane demonstrated good STOL
capability.

Reflex-Spoilers:
Time for flight two.  With everything trimmed, I
concentrated on how changing the camber of the
wing in the opposite direction would effect the flight
performance of the LT-40.  Since this is a flat-
bottomed wing design, inverted flight and spins can
be a bit more difficult.  The first test was moving the
trailing edge spoilers up in level flight and observing
changes in flight attitude and performance.  Because
the trailing edges are up, aileron response goes
down and is not as effective as when in the neutral
or flap position.  Level flight proved to be normal

with no surprises.  The cruise speed didn’t seem
to sacrifice much either.  Next was the inverted
flight test.  Rolling the plane on its back was very
smooth.

The amounts of down pitch required was very
little and pitch control quite sensitive.  Yahoo!
The trailing edge spoilers worked as advertised.
A low inverted flyby at half throttle was very
comfortable.  I set the pitch and controlled
altitude with throttle.  This gave me extra pitch
control if needed and the setup was very solid.
Next came spins.  To prove to myself that the
spoiler function was really contributing to better
flight performance, I attempted several spin
entries without the spoilers extended.  Every spin
with the neutral setting resulted in a spiral dive.
Now I add spoilers…. WOW this plane can really
spin.  I was so exited that I had to do it three
times so I knew it wasn’t a fluke.  Next was the
flat spin test.  The CG is too far forward for this
one, oh well almost got everything I hoped for.
The flat spin configuration caused the plane to go
into a funny looking spiral dive.  Not quite a spin
but not quite a spiral either.  On later flights I
tried more maneuvers to include the Snap roll,
Cuban eight and the Lomcevak maneuver.
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The Lomcevak is a gyroscopic maneuver using the
torque of the engine and forcing an unstable flight
condition causing the airplane to tumble.  The first
attempt using proper control input didn't work so
another attempt was made with slightly different
control inputs.  I use rudder in the same direction of
the roll causing an inverted snap when the airplane
stalled.  Not a true Lomcevok entry, but very
effective.  I got the LT-40 to tumble nose over tail a
couple of times before recovery…… what a sight!  I
learned it isn't easy to repeat the maneuver as the
timing has to be just right.

Setting Up For Landing:
The plane was flown three times its first time up and
Nicole got to fly it two out of the three.  We
inspected the plane for stress and flight control
linkage problems after each flight.  All was OK.
The plane was very stable and comfortable for
Nicole to fly.  I was actually a bit shaky but she flew
with confidence.

 All three landings ended up just a few paces in front
of us.  The second landing was attempted with flaps
down and low rates all around.  The plane barely
had enough pitch control at flare and nearly nosed
over in the grass.  A no flap landing attempt was
tried the third flight and the plane just didn’t want to
settle.  Nicole and I decided that we should at least

have the elevator on high rates and flaps lowered
for landing.

We practiced a few approaches and quickly
learned the best landing configuration for this
plane.  Lined up for final and setting pitch attitude
and power to fly on the back side of the power
curve gave us absolute authority where and when
we wanted the plane to land. A perfect three
pointer right in front of us.  The grass reached up
and stopped the engine on every landing, so later
I went to 3.5" wheels in hopes I can at least keep
the motor running.

Another great evening at the flying field comes to
a close and Father and Daughter leave very
satisfied with good stories to tell.

Next month I saw the nose off the PT-60!

Happy Flying!

Frank Gutierrez, CMA President 44
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CMA Meeting Minutes
By Doug Emerson

August 5, 1999 Minutes

Frank Gutierrez called the meeting to order at the
flying field.  There were 12 members in attendance.
The minutes were approved after two changes.  The
fourth sentence of Old Business was changed to,
“Some of the members that attended the previous
meeting disagreed that they would have voted
differently.”  There also was some discussion of the
pro’s and con’s of the secretary providing editorial
content in the minutes.  It was decided that editorial
comments are OK as long as they are noted as
editorial comments and included in brackets.

Doug Emerson gave the treasury report.  Doug also
reported that Sandi Strike said that accounting
wants us to have all of our expense reports in by
September 1 to ensure that we get reimbursed.
Doug indicated he asked Sandi to see if we could
get an extension for the September end of the year
Fun Fly expenses.  [Subsequent to the meeting
Sandi said that we can turn in the fun fly receipts
later as long as they are turned in by the next
business day after the fun fly.]

Old Business:

Frank thanked Basil Tilley for his article on the ¼
scale cub.  Doug Emerson reported on the progress
on the wind sock project.  The sock and frame have
been assembled and is complete.  The only problem

is that the iron on lettering didn’t work.  Doug
asked if anyone has a suggestion for lettering to
let him know or we can fly the sock as is.

Frank indicated that Jamie Johnson may need
some help in purchasing the materials for the sign
so that all of the charges do not have to be put on
his charge account.  Members willing to help
were asked to contact Jamie.

Members were informed that when turning in
receipts for expense reports that it is now
required to have original receipts, not copies.

New Business:

Frank announced that Chris Heald and Brian
Nowak recently pass their solo requirements.

Members were reminded that the upcoming fun
fly dates are August 14 at 3 PM and September
18 for the end of the year picnic and fun fly.
Plans for both fun flies were discussed.  It was
decided that $175 should be allotted for prizes for
the Aug 14 fun fly and the balance for the Sep 18
fun fly.

The need for some operating guidelines for dirt
take-offs was briefly discussed.  With the long
plush grass on the runway, many of the airplanes
need to take off on the dirt.  This requires
operation behind the flight line with the current
configuration of sod and dirt.  It was noted that
the pilots and flight instructors need to establish a
common pattern and use some common sense to
ensure that no safety problems occur.

Ed DeRuiter reported on progress that has been
made by the helicopter site search committee.  Ed
indicated that  they have a couple of leads but
have not been able to confirm the availability of
any sites yet.  He also noted that Crist Rigotti has
resigned from the committee.  Gregg Lind
volunteered to replace Crist on the committee.
So, the committee is now composed of Ed
DeRuiter, Jamie Johnson and Gregg Lind.

The second vote on the motion from the July 1
meeting to make the 1st Wednesday of the month
designated as helicopter flying day as a trial basis
for 1999 passed.
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The meeting was adjourned.
Doug Emerson, CMA Secretary 44

After the club meeting Mark Woytassek set up
his engine test stand to help tune new engines

Foam Wing Adventure
By John Michael
When I volunteered to write an article for the
Flightline way last whenever it was, I never dreamed
that I would get to this point and not have touched a
stick or burned any fuel all summer.  It has been a
busy summer for me, and my last winter projects are
still sitting in pieces in the basement.  I was counting
on having new airplanes to fly this summer because
those I flew last summer are also sitting in my
basement in pieces, although for a different reason.

So what to write about.  One new experience I have
had is building a foam wing.  So I’ll give you a little

idea about what kind of project that has been.

After cracking up my trainer last summer for the
last time, I was looking for something that I could
put together for this year that would help me
hone my flying skills, not be all that hard to put
together, and still be fun.  A few years ago my
son Kevin started putting together a Goldberg
Eagle 2.  He never finished it, and it has been
sitting in his apartment for awhile.  He offered to
let me finish it, so I took him up on it.

Kevin had completed gluing the pieces together.
The fuse, wing, and tail feathers were all put
together and sanded, and he had started covering
the wing.  I looked it all over, and didn’t find
anything to complain about or correct with his
construction efforts.  He did very well for his first
effort and no coaching.
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However, I did notice that the wing was warped.  I
don’t know if Kevin managed to build it that way, or
the warp was picked it up from sitting around for
years, but I was told that I could not fly the airplane
with that wing the way it was.

I received several suggestions for fixing it.  One was
to cover it and use the covering to straighten the
warp.  I was advised against that, because if the
covering heats up again, the wing will pull back.
Another suggestion was to twist the wing in the
opposite direction until it breaks.  Then pin it down
flat and glue it back together.  That sounded
possible, and I may yet experiment with it, but for
now I decided not to try that.  Yet another
possibility was to buy a wing kit.  I looked into that,
and found that wing kits were available.  They cost
about $45.

About the time I was looking into all this Frank
Gutierrez  was starting to play with building foam
wings.  He was making the necessary tools and
writing a manual on the subject.  I encouraged me to
consider making a foam wing.  This was all new
territory to me, and I resisted the idea for awhile.
But finally, after Frank offered to cut to cores for
me, I decided to give it a shot.  I bought some foam
and some balsa for sheeting, gave Frank a template
for the wing, and he cut me two foam cores for the
Eagle 2.  Frank was even nice enough to cut the
slots for the spars.  I was on my way.

There were a few basic things to consider as I got
into this.  One was the size of the spars.  I stuck
with the basic size from the original wing. This

made it easy, but still added the necessary
strength.  Some other things to consider were
leading and trailing edge, dihedral, joining the
halves, and wingtips.  At least that’s what was on
my mind at first.

At this point I sanded in the dihedral.  I found out
later I should have sheeted the wings first,
because I had to fine tune it after I sheeted the
wings, but not knowing any better, I did it here.  I
left most of the dihedral off, putting in just
enough so the wing didn’t look like it was
drooping.  I think it was about a third of what
was recommended for the Eagle 2 stunt wing.

Now I needed to sheet the wings.  I carefully
measured and made balsa sheets from 4” by 1/16”
balsa sheets.  I used a white glue called Glue-it,
which worked out well, and made the sheets easy
to sand.

Next was gluing the sheets to the foam cores.    I
wondered about what to use for glue.  Someone
told me to use something called Dave Brown
Southern’s Sorghum.  So I went out and got a
bottle of that.  Then I was told that 30-minute
epoxy was a better choice.  The Southern’s
Sorghum is contact cement.  Stick tight on
contact, so no room for adjustments.  Since I’m
prone to mistakes I got myself some epoxy and
proceeded.

Actually, sheeting didn’t turn out to be that
difficult.  I had trouble figuring out how much
epoxy to mix, and had to make up three or four
batches, but I figured it out.  I made myself a glue
spreader from a plastic scraper, spread the glue
on the sheets, centered them on the cores,
weighted them down, and waited for them to dry.
Turned out real nice.

Trimming the sheets for the next step was not a
problem.  I glued on the leading and trailing
edges, which, except for getting the right size
pieces.  Again, no problem.  Things were looking
good.

Rich Dean showed me how to round the leading
edge, which worked well, and I trimmed the
trailing edge to the wing taper.  The new wing
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turned out wider than the original wing, by about a
half inch or so.

About now I decided to recheck my dihedral.  I
wanted to make sure that it was as square and
straight as I could make it.  Rich let me use a jig he
made for just such a task.  When I finished the
wings fit together like they were made that way.

At this point I needed to cut holes for the aileron
servo and wing brace.  I was told that a dihedral
brace was probably not necessary because this was a
trainer, but I decided to put one in anyway.  I cut a
slot right in back of the spars, built myself a brace,
and cut the holes for the servo.

Gluing the wing halves together was no big deal.
Much like a built wing.  I glued the dihedral brace in
one side, then glued the halves together.  I used
epoxy for all this.  After it was dry I covered the
joint with 4” fiberglass cloth glued with epoxy.  I
don’t intend for this wing to come apart.

I bought some aileron stock and made the ailerons
to match the taper of the wing.  I basically followed
the pattern of the original wing.  Things were going
together well.

A problem I was having was the wing tips.  Since
the wing core was the same size as the original
wing, and then I covered it with 1/16” balsa, the
finished wing was bigger, and the plastic wing tips
that came with the kit didn’t fit anymore.  I got a
suggestion to buy big triangle stock and carve
wingtips from them, but I didn’t find the right size
locally, and never got around to ordering any.  What
I finally did was make balsa plates using the plastic
wing tips as patterns, gluing them on the wing tips,
and gluing the plastic tips on them.  After a little
trimming and sanding it made a smooth surface
across the wing, and looks pretty good.

That’s where I stopped.  I have the servo-mounting
tray ready to glue on, and intend to attach the
ailerons with gapless hinges, and cover with
MonoKote.

All in all, the foam wing was fairly easy.  No more
difficult that a built up wing, but should be a lot

stronger.  How well I like it for flying remains to
be seen.

I don’t know if I’ll ever get the Eagle 2 flying this
year anymore, but should be out at the field for
sure next spring.  Until then, maybe I’ll have a
chance to get to the field before the snow falls.
For all the rest of you, keep flying.

John Michael 44

CMA Flyers Fun Fly
By Jim Doty
Photos by Frank Gutierrez and Jim Doty
On August 14th, the CMA had its first Flyers Fun
Fly.  The event focused on Flying and did not
include the picnic and family events that are part
of the September Fun Fly.  Jamie Johnson and
Rich Dean coordinated the flying events with help
from Duane Smith and John Michael.

All the events were a lot of fun (the chase-the-
plane ribbon-cutting event was a little hard on my
Old-timer, but that was my fault).  A special
thanks to the event organizers for their hard work
and creativity in preparing all the contests.

Over $210 in prizes was given away at the event.

Three Wing Manufacturing short kits were
awarded by drawing:
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Cris Heald won the Bell P-39 Air Cobra kit

Jim Doty won the Curtis P-40B Tomahawk kit

Rich Dean  Mitsabushi A6M2 Zero kit

Event winners received their choice of smaller
prizes.  Winners of the six events were as follows:

Fastest Flight
1. Ed De Ruiter
2. Chris Heald
3. Vincent Decker
Longest Flight

1. Jim Doty
2. Gregg Lind
3. Rich Dean
Chase the Plane

1. Jim Doty

Slowest Flight
1. Frank Gutierrez
2. Rich Dean
3. Jim Doty
Spot Landing
1. Frank Gutierrez
2. Gary Owen
3. Ed De Ruiter
Limbo
1. Rich Dean
2. Frank Gutierrez
3. Dan Cooley

Dan Cooley prepares to start his LT-40 for the
Fun-fly competition

Sod was cut during the event but did not
cause

any problems
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Vince Decker’s LT-40 Before and after a hard
landing near the irrigation pipe, Looks like a

minor repair .

As far as I know the only serious casualties occurred
during Chase-the-plane event where a minor
misjudgment in distance, on my part, caused

My old-timer to collide mid-air with one of the
club trainers.  The fuse on my Old-timer was
destroyed from firewall to the training edge of the
wing, but the wing received only minor damage.
Fortunately the engine and radio gear from both
aircraft were recovered.  However, the old-timer
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will require extensive reconstruction, and the club
trainer will need to be replaced.

Come to the next club meeting and help us decide
what type of trainer to buy or build.

James H. Doty, FlightLine Editor 44

dope Epoxy
former bulk head

bass wood Straightedge
cyanoacrylate glue Foam

balsa Spruce
moto tool hobby knife

Japanese tissue
From the June AMA National Newsletter44

Heads Up, CMA Activities
September 1999

1 Sep all-day Helicopter day
2-Sep 5-6 PM Meeting

6-? PM Advanced airplane training
7-Sep 5-? PM Basic airplane training

9-Sep 5-? PM Advanced airplane training
16-Sep 5-? PM Basic airplane training
17-Sep 5:00 PM Flightline deadline

18-Sept. 12:00-? PM "Family Fun Fly Picnic"
21-Sep 5-? PM Basic airplane training

23-Sep 5-? PM Advanced airplane training
25-Sep 12-? Fun Fly rain date

28-Sep 5-? PM Basic airplane training
30-Sep 5-? PM Advanced airplane training
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October 1999
5-Oct 5-? PM Basic airplane training

7-Oct 5-6 PM Meeting at Main Plant Cafeteria
            *Club Officer Nominations taken

22-Oct 5:00 PM Flightline deadline

Local events:
8/29/99 Des Moines, IA (C) Sig Memorial Fly. Site:
Westfield. Larry Carter CD, 333 SE Diehl Ave., Des

Moines, IA 50315. PH: 515-287-6548. Reg 10am, $5 fee
includes lunch, field located half way between Grimes
and Dallas Center on US 44. Sponsor: DES MOINES

MODELAIRES

9/04/99 Solon, IA (A) Misty Meadows Soaring Classic
for 441 and 444(JSO). Site: 4125 180th St NE. Terry

Edmonds CD, 4125 180th St NE Solon, IA 52333
PH:319-644-2822. Sponsor: EASTERN IOWA

SOARING SOCIETY

9/04/99 - 9/05/99 Storm Lake, IA (C) Labor Day Fun
Fly. Site: Storm Lake Municipal Airport. Steve Swanson
CD, 606 S. Main St., Alta, IA 5102. PH: 712-284-2506.
Fun fly in conjunction with balloon days. Time 9:00am to

4:00pm. Food available on site. Any size R/C planes
welcome. Watch balloon launch in the afternoon.

Sponsor: NORTHWEST IOWA R/C CLUB

9/5/99 – 9/6/99 Bell Plain Flying Field, Benton County
Radio Control Prop Busters Fun Fly. Open to all AMA

members Flying starts at 8:00 am Lunch will be
available.  Contact: David Wilson, wilpick@netins.net,

in-plant # 72-504

9/18/99 - 9/19/99 Council Bluffs, IA (C-restricted) Loess
Hills Eagles Annual Fun Fly. Site: Bud’s R/C field. Ward

Neesen CD, 14816 Polk St., Omaha, NE 68137. PH:
402-896-8253. Sponsor: LOESS HILLS EAGLES

SQUADRON

9/19/99 Mason City, IA River City RC Fun Fly. Site:
Club Field. Darwin Meyer CD, 1153 Spruce Ave
Sheffield, IA 50475 PH: 515-892-4852. Sponsor:

RIVER CITY RC

9/19/99 Clear Lake, IA R/C Float Fly. Site: McIntosh
State Park. John Matteson CD, 904 S 15th St Clear

Lake, IA 50428 PH: 515-357-6387. Sponsor: RIVER
CITY RADIO CONTROL

10/3/99 Dave Wilson's Flying Field, Benton County
Radio Control Prop Busters, Fall Harvest Celebration,
Open to all AMA members, Lunch will be available.
$5.00 entry fee for fun fly and Open flying between

events. Contact: David Wilson

For up-to-date AMA events schedule see the
AMA web page:

http://www.modelaircraft.org/Comp/Contest.htm

For an AMA membership application:
http://modelaircraft.org/Mem/Memapp.htm

�� Send your input for the CMA Web Page to:

Steve Plantenberg x5-9625
scplante@cacd.rockwell.com

CMA voice bulletin board
Call 295-8888

For flight and weather information

"" Send your input for FlightLine to:
James H. Doty
MS 108-205

x5-2931
jhdoty@collins.rockwell.com

��1999 CMA Staff
President:  Frank Gutierrez.... x5-0969
Vice President: Dan Cooley ........... x5-0401
Secretary/Treasurer: Doug Emerson ...377-6971
Field Marshal Rich Dean.............. x5-8002
FlightLine Editor: Jim Doty ............... x5-2931
Web Page Editor: Steve Plantenberg . x5-9625

Senior Flight Instructors and Test Pilots for
first flights of new airplanes:

Rich Dean
Frank Gutierrez
Mark Woytassek

Flight Instructors in training:
  Irv Anderson

Ed DeRuiter

%% For membership information:
Contact:  President Frank Gutierrez III

MS 108-166
X5-0969

fsgutier@collins.rockwell.com

Flight Training
Beginner training is held on Tuesday nights

Thursdays are advanced training nights
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CMA FlightLine

Academy of Model Aeronautics
5151 E. Memorial Drive

Muncie, IN  47302

Box-Kar Hobbies
3661B 1st Ave. S.E.

Cedar Rapids, IA 52402

H & J Hobbies
Marion Heights Center
Suite 1185 Grand Ave.

Marion, IA  52302

Hobbytown
2737 16th Ave. S.W.

Cedar Rapids, IA  52404


